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ABSTRACT
Visualization languages help to standardize the process of designing effective visualizations, one of the most prominent being D3. However, few researchers have analyzed at scale how users incorporate these languages into existing visualization programming processes, i.e., implementation workflows. In this paper, we present an analysis of the experiences of D3 users as observed through Stack Overflow, summarizing common D3 implementation workflows and challenges discussed online. Our results show how the visualization community may be limiting its understanding of users’ visualization implementation challenges by ignoring the larger context in which languages such as D3 are used. Based on our findings, we suggest new research directions to enhance the user experience with visualization languages. All our data and code are available at: https://osf.io/fup48/.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Visualization languages provide great flexibility in programming and reusing visualization designs [10, 27]. Browser-based languages in particular have made it easier for a wide range of people to experiment with programming visualizations online [6, 10, 38], one of the most influential being D3 [10]. On the one hand, D3 is wildly successful: it has been starred over 101 thousand times on GitHub and has been identified on many thousands of webpages, including those of highly regarded media outlets [6]. On the other hand, D3 also has steep learning curve, and can be challenging for analysts and data enthusiasts to adopt [27, 37].

One approach to addressing this problem is to investigate the challenges D3 users face with existing visualization programming processes and toolsets, i.e., implementation workflows. This knowledge could be used to strengthen existing infrastructure for implementing D3 visualizations (e.g., documentation, examples, tutorials), and even lead to targeted support tools that integrate directly with these workflows. Furthermore, D3 is an important baseline for comparison with other visualization languages [39], and existing languages adopt a similar support structure (e.g., Vega [39] and Vega-Lite [38]). By investigating how to address implementation challenges for D3, similar improvements could be propagated to other languages.

However, we observe a dearth of academic corpora regarding how users interact with visualization languages such as D3. Given the thousands of Stack Overflow posts made about D3, online forums could be a rich resource regarding how D3 users implement new visualizations, and the challenges they run into along the way. Furthermore, these forums could enable us to study D3 users on a scale not yet seen in existing evaluations [24].
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In this paper, we start to fill this gap by mining and analyzing 37,815 posts about D3 collected from Stack Overflow. To ground our analysis, we evaluate how D3’s original design goals have been realized among these users to improve compatibility, debugging, and performance [10]. Through this work, we contribute:

1. A mixed methods analysis of the experiences of D3 users as observed on Stack Overflow. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to center on online forums, which is known to be a critical resource for D3 users.

2. A collection of common implementation workflows discussed by D3 users on Stack Overflow, common challenges when integrating D3 into these workflows, and common debugging patterns for D3 programs.

3. Empirical support for several “common knowledge” assumptions made about D3 users that have yet to be rigorously evaluated, such as the frequent incorporation of non-visualization tools into D3 implementation workflows and persistent barriers to finding relevant D3 examples online.

4. Based on our findings, we identify new areas for future visualization research. As one example, more research is needed on how to strategically design example galleries to boost user creativity and innovation, which would benefit not only D3 users but users of all visualization languages.

2 RELATED WORK
Analyzing Online Forums. A number of projects investigate the practices [26, 44, 46], attitudes [11, 22] and impacts [20, 34] of engagement in various online Q&A communities, and the impact of online forums can have on individual users [3, 4, 14, 28, 43]. We utilize prior work to explore the intersection between online Q&A communities and visualization implementation workflows and behaviors. We observe similar phenomena reported in prior work, such as a large fraction of unanswered questions [43], strong associations between certain tools and libraries [13], prevalent code re-use [2], and an emphasis on web development [5]. However, given our focus on visualization, we can speak to impacts on D3 users specifically, and adapt existing guidance to the interests and needs of the visualization community. We believe this paper is the first to analyze D3 implementation workflows by mining posts from online forums.

Visualization Mining, Modeling, and Analysis. Several projects highlight the value in analyzing existing designs from the web, such as website designs [23], visualization designs [1, 6, 16, 19, 36], and even code structure [17]. Online platforms such as bl.ocks.org [9] and Observable [30] also help communities engage with visualizations online. A number of works analyze visualization images to extract authors’ design decisions (e.g., [6, 16, 21, 33, 40]). We extend prior work by automating the process of analyzing users’ challenges in implementing visualizations, rather than just analyzing the visualizations themselves. Our findings could guide the design of automated techniques, e.g., by extending systems such as VizML [19] and Draco [29], to identify and fill specific blind spots in a user’s visualization knowledge in a way that aligns with existing user implementation workflows.

3 ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
Our primary objective in this work is to identify opportunities to enhance the D3 visualization implementation process. To this end, we use the original D3 design goals to drive our analysis (compatibility, debugging, performance) [10]. For sake of space, we focus
on two of these goals in this paper: compatibility and debugging. We summarize each goal as a concrete question for our analysis:

1. **Compatibility**: How is D3 used in conjunction with other tools and environments?
2. **Debugging**: How do users explore, interpret, and augment the behavior of D3 code?

To answer these questions, we downloaded relevant Stack Overflow posts, using Stack Overflow’s tag search to limit the corpus to posts that include the “d3.js” tag. Only posts that were accessible on Stack Overflow were included. With our approach, we are able to analyze 37,815 total StackOverflow posts from 17,591 unique D3 users, showing the power of scale afforded by our techniques.

We apply a mixed methods analysis approach:
1. **Explore** a randomized sample of posts to identify patterns of potential interest as qualitative codes;
2. **Filter** the full 37,815 corpus using specific keyphrases derived from our qualitative codes and associated quotes;
3. **Count** observations of keyphrases on the full corpus to produce quantitative measures;
4. **Compare** our results to follow-up analyses of Stack Overflow posts, the D3 documentation, or relevant GitHub issues and release notes (if applicable), to provide additional context.

In line with prior qualitative studies (e.g., [20, 26]), we created a representative sample of Stack Overflow posts for the explore phase of our analysis pipeline. This sample contains 817 posts randomly sampled through the year 2020. Three authors manually coded these posts using descriptive deductive and inductive codes. Deductive codes were used for known categories in visualization, such as visualization types (e.g., [6]) and interaction types (e.g., [12]). Inductive codes labeled self-reported visualization and/or user characteristics, such as labeling when bar charts, Adobe Illustrator, or SQL were mentioned. Codes were not exclusive, and could be applied in parallel. Note that for most of our qualitative findings from the explore phase, we verify our results quantitatively using the full corpus (in Sect. 4.1, Sect. 5.1, and Sect. 5.2).

### 4. Compatibility: Integrating D3 With Other Tools

In this section, we analyze mentions of external APIs and tools in our random sample, and summarize the types of issues that Stack Overflow users discuss online.

#### 4.1 Analyzing Users’ Visualization Tools

23.4% of all posts we qualitatively analyzed referenced at least one other external library or tool. We found 55 different languages, tools, and libraries mentioned in conjunction with D3.js. To see if these frequencies suggest a larger pattern, we compared with observations of the same tools in the full Stack Overflow corpus. We found that the random sample and full corpus have very similar distributions, pointing to broader patterns in how D3 is being used in conjunction with other tools (please see our technical report for more details). We highlight a few interesting observations here.

**D3 is Often Integrated Into Larger Web Applications.** For example, D3 users often use React, Angular, or Vue to manage the front-end, and Python, Node, Ruby on Rails, Electron, or Java Spring to run the back-end. 34 of 55 (or 61.8%) of the tools we observed are JavaScript Libraries, and React.js, Angular, dc.js, jQuery, and NVD3 are mentioned the most. However, each tool covers a small fraction of posts. For example, React is mentioned in 5% of coded posts. Thus there are a few popular application structures, but Stack Overflow users vary widely in the libraries/tools they use with D3.

**D3 is Paired With Specialized Visualization Libraries.** Though D3 provides support for geographic maps and graphs, we find some users attempting to integrate D3 with specialized visualization libraries, such as leaflet, simplify, datamaps, and openweathermap for maps, and web colra for graphs. Greensock and Three.js, specialized libraries for 2D and 3D animation, were also mentioned.

D3 is not used solely with JavaScript. For example, some Stack Overflow users seek help using D3 in R and Jupyter Notebooks. Users mentioned three packages in particular for R: shiny, r2d3, and radialnetwork. Users also mention other computational environments, such as PostgreSQL and SparQL. However, the overwhelming majority of Stack Overflow posts that we analyzed focused on a JavaScript programming context.

**Graphics Editors and Spreadsheets are Used for Prototyping.** We also find some interesting implementation variants, such as using Microsoft Excel or Adobe Illustrator for brainstorming prior to implementation (e.g., posts D-73 and A-296 from our dataset files, respectively). Three graphics editors were mentioned on Stack Overflow (Illustrator, CorelDraw, and InkScape), suggesting that a number of users brainstorm visualizations in non-code environments as part of their implementation workflows, and prior to using D3.

#### 4.2 Common Assumptions Clash With User Workflows

When investigating one of the more popular application structures (React components), we find two common integration challenges. First, React is known to have a steep learning curve, and Stack Overflow users often encounter challenges simply in getting React to work properly. For example, we find that many posters have more trouble understanding React than D3 itself (e.g., post B-502). The second theme we observe is a clash in functionality between React and D3. D3 was originally designed to manipulate the DOM directly [10], with known issues for integrating D3 with other libraries that also modify the DOM such as React [41]. We observed this integration challenge in our qualitative analysis; for example, one poster’s solution to their D3 integration problem was to use React-focused utilities designed to integrate with D3, rather than use D3 directly (post B,C-63). We also observed Stack Overflow users mentioning libraries that replace D3’s DOM manipulation operations with those of another library, such as how ngx-charts uses Angular instead of D3 for rendering purposes (e.g., post D-38). Some answers even suggested removing D3 entirely (e.g., post B-149). We observe that when incorporating a JavaScript library that manipulates the DOM, a Stack Overflow user tends to anchor their workflow on this library, since the DOM is the physical structure of the webpage itself. By choosing to manipulate the DOM directly, earlier versions of D3 tried to act as the anchoring library. Thus in a way, the design of D3 assumed that D3 was the focal point of an implementation workflow, even though D3 is scoped primarily for data interaction and visualization, which represent only a fraction of a user’s overall interface and webpage design. However, in reviewing D3’s release notes, we found that D3’s structure has shifted significantly over time from being an anchoring language to a modular collection of data manipulation and visualization libraries [8].

D3’s evolution in response to user (and developer) implementation challenges provides critical context for how visualization tools can be designed in the future. For example, the visualization community often develops and evaluates new tools without considering how they will be incorporated into existing workflows [31, 42]. This lack of awareness could lead to less functional tools, and ultimately lower adoption and impact for visualization work.

#### 4.3 Takeaways

We see a wide range of libraries and tools used as part of larger visualization implementation workflows, from specialized visualization libraries to usage with non-JavaScript languages such as Python and R, and even graphics editors and spreadsheets. We explore how D3 evolved in response to users’ implementation challenges, which may speak to broader limitations in how visualization research is conducted, in particular the perspective that visualization tools are the focal point of a user’s visualization implementation workflow. Our findings suggest that the visualization community may benefit from taking the goal of compatibility even further, for example by treating visualizations as just one component of a larger application that a user wants to create, rather than the main focus. This shift
When searching for relevant examples, D3 users may struggle to which we explore further in this section.

distinguishing D3 components from those of other libraries. Once relevant examples are identified, D3 users still seem to struggle with terminology, such as [18] and bl.ocksplorer.org mismatches in terminology. Advanced visualization search engines a typical keyword search in Google or Observable may fail due to appropriate D3 methods for implementing certain functionality, then any interaction types to the terminology of others. For example, we find that 46 match their own terminology for different visualization and interactions (B), and modifications (C & D).

5 Debugging: Interpreting & Applying D3 Concepts

In this section, we qualitatively analyze the kinds of bugs that Stack Overflow users often run into with D3, and the different strategies they use to articulate and fix their D3 implementation bugs.

5.1 Analyzing Implementation & Debugging Methods

Stack Overflow Users Wrestle With Odd D3 Behavior More Often than Explicit Errors. Users mention explicit compilation or runtime errors only 10.6% of the time (87 out of 817 posts). Instead, Stack Overflow users’ bugs tend to involve runnable code that exhibits unexpected or unwanted behaviors (337 out of 817 posts, or 41.2%), especially unexpected rendering effects or unexpected interaction behaviors in the visualization output.

Stack Overflow users often rely on existing examples to find solutions to their bugs. We find that Stack Overflow users often reference existing D3 examples that are publicly available online when discussing their bugs (179 out of 817, or 21.9% of posts). This suggests that Stack Overflow users often rely on existing examples when debugging their D3 code. To better understand the influence of the D3 documentation on example usage, we counted the number of Stack Overflow posts containing a link to examples from the visual index of the D3 visualization gallery, bl.ocks.org, and Observable [30]. We find that 13.6% of all posts directly reference examples from just these three sources, representing a significant fraction of all referenced examples in our qualitative dataset.

To see if these findings point to a larger pattern, we compare them with the full Stack Overflow corpus. Across all 37,815 posts analyzed, we find that 14% include references to bl.ocks.org, Observable, or the D3 Gallery visual index, which is consistent with our coded data. Thus D3 examples and documentation seem to be key components of users’ D3 visualization implementation workflows.

5.2 Challenges in Using Relevant Examples to Fix Bugs

Adapting existing D3 examples seems to be an important but also complicated part of the D3 implementation and debugging process, which we explore further in this section.

Some Users Struggle to Find the Most Relevant Examples. When searching for relevant examples, D3 users may struggle to match their own terminology for different visualization and interaction types to the terminology of others. For example, we find that 46 of 817 (or 5.6%) of posts mention difficulties in finding any relevant D3 examples or Stack Overflow posts. If a D3 user is unaware of the appropriate D3 methods for implementing certain functionality, then a typical keyword search in Google or Observable may fail due to mismatches in terminology. Advanced visualization search engines may also be of limited use, due to their reliance on language-specific terminology, such as [18] and bl.ocksplorer.org. However, once relevant examples are identified, D3 users still seem to struggle with separating relevant code from irrelevant code, and with distinguishing D3 components from those of other libraries.

Complicated, Irrelevant Functionality Makes Examples Hard to Reuse. The utility of a D3 example seems to depend on not only the ratio of relevant to irrelevant functionality, but also the complexity of this functionality. Unfortunately, existing examples routinely contain more functionality than the user wants or is familiar with, which can easily confuse them and lead to unnecessary bugs. Consider the following quote, where a user is struggling to reuse the zoom functionality from a geographic map example with meshes:

“I am trying to implement a ‘zoom to bound’ feature on my D3 map. This is the Block that I have in mind... My issue is that it looks like the implementation requires a topoJSON mesh.” (post A-587)

From follow-up comments on the post, we learn that meshes are not needed, revealing unnecessary functionality:

“You don’t need the mesh, that’s just for the states’ strokes.” (post A-587)

The commenter also suggests a more relevant example “Have a look at this blocks without mesh...” (post A-587), pointing to a separate problem that we observed: some users struggle to find the most relevant examples in the first place.

Users Struggle to Connect D3 Code Components With Their Corresponding Visual Outputs. We find that many Stack Overflow users struggle to pinpoint the root causes of their D3 bugs. One challenge for Stack Overflow users may be that the way in which users intuitively reason about visualization outputs may not match how these outputs are generally specified using the D3 language. Rather than using the parlance of the D3 language to describe what they want to create, many Stack Overflow users illustrate their desired outputs by embedding one or more images within a post, often with annotations added. For example, 21.1% of the posts we analyzed included linked or embedded images, which also held true for our full Stack Overflow corpus (19.2%).

The annotations generally appeared to be hand-drawn, or applied using image editing or presentation software. Fig. 1 provides examples from five different Stack Overflow posts. For example in Fig. 1-E, the user circled a specific visualization within an existing image (online weather information) that they want to copy. In Fig. 1-G, the user has made a diagram in ASCII showing how they want to order and group the bars of a bar chart, reminiscent of ASCII-based diagramming seen in other debugging contexts (e.g., database debugging [7]). Some users would even go so far as to draw the specific changes they expect to make. In Fig. 1-D, the user has manually illustrated their desired results by annotating a stacked bar chart with the totals drawn above each stack. Users also illustrate desired interactions by sharing videos (e.g., post E-110), .gifs (e.g., post D-38), and sequences of annotated images (e.g., Fig. 1-A and B).

5.3 Takeaways.

Stack Overflow users often post about unexpected behaviors rather than explicit errors. One common implementation and debugging strategy among these users is to compare their code with relevant examples that are publicly available online. However, Stack Overflow users often struggle to find the most relevant D3 examples to inform their coding and debugging process. When they do find relevant examples, they may still struggle to extract the most relevant functionality. This is due in part to how many D3 examples lack a modular structure, and often contain functionality that other users do not need, which can lead to confusion and unnecessary bugs.

If users could search for desired functionality without domain-specific keywords, they could find relevant D3 examples with less time and effort. Furthermore, some users have found their own way of communicating desired visualization outputs through annotated images, videos, and gifs. If Stack Overflow users could demonstrate their desired changes by directly manipulating the visualization output (e.g., [25, 35, 47]), then they could debug their code using a search-by-example process, rather than a language or keyword-based
search. Then, visualization tools could compute the corresponding implementation deltas and update the code automatically. Debugging via direct manipulation has been proposed in other contexts, such as for updating Jupyter notebooks [45] and debugging SQL queries [15], and could be adapted for visualization languages.

6 Discussion: Implications for Future Research

D3 has made incredible contributions to the visualization community. In this paper, we investigate opportunities to further enhance the experience of D3 users and of visualization language users in general. We present an analysis of 37,815 posts made by D3 users on Stack Overflow. We evaluate D3 from two perspectives: compatibility and debugging. Our findings show that when we focus on developing visualization languages but not how and where people actually use them, we may struggle to fully understand the user experience, and may thus fail to fully identify and address the needs of these users. By being mindful of how users interact with visualization languages and relay their implementation challenges, we can develop innovative strategies to enhance users’ implementation processes, increase users’ information access, and empower users to explore a wider range of effective visualization designs. In this section, we highlight opportunities for future work based on our findings.

6.1 Emphasize Integration With Non-Visualization Tools

When visualizations become the sole focus of visualization tool development, developers and researchers may build tools that conflict with other critical needs within users’ implementation workflows, potentially hindering adoption. As demonstrated through the evolution of D3, our community needs to shift its mindset towards building modular visualization components that can integrate smoothly with other tools. Furthermore, we encourage more formal evaluations of how users integrate new tools and languages (or not) into their implementation workflows over time [31, 42]. For example, we encourage our community to conduct more large scale, quantitative studies of how visualization languages are used in popular development environments, e.g., Jupyter, Observable, and R Studio.

6.2 More Modular Infrastructure Could Boost Adoption

We find that users on Stack Overflow often rely on examples to implement and debug new D3 visualizations, but struggle to find relevant examples and reuse them correctly. Our findings point to two challenges in supporting current debugging workflows. First, we lack modularized building blocks for implementing new visualizations in D3. This issue may stem in part from D3’s mixing of declarative specification of encodings with imperative specification of interactions, which is addressed in later languages such as Vega-Lite [38]. Second, the problem may not only be with code structure but also insufficient infrastructure for helping users understand the flow of the code, i.e., how results propagate through the various parts of a D3 visualization. This issue has led to recent developments such as the Observable notebook environment [30], but Observable still expects users to manually segment their own code. Similar environments such as Jupyter notebooks suffer from the same problems. Both challenges highlight how D3 users struggle to break their implementation challenges down into modular, solvable pieces.

Based on our findings, we argue that both challenges could be addressed effectively by improving the support infrastructure around D3, rather than by modifying D3 itself. For example, we could develop more intuitive search interfaces that support search by example or search by demonstration, such as searching existing D3 examples for specific visual outputs or intended interaction behaviors. Solutions can be developed in a data-driven way by mining them from the thousands of existing D3 examples we observed. For example, new tools could leverage this data to help users identify separate D3 components within existing examples, and extract only those that are needed. Development environments could also be augmented to automatically recommend relevant documentation or code blocks based on inferred user goals, experience levels, and potential biases.

6.3 Make Example Gallery Design Active Research

Our findings in Sect. 5 show that a basic web search is just not good enough to help users find relevant D3 examples. Asking users to search for solutions using specialized D3 or visualization keywords are sub-optimal alternatives. Even Stack Overflow is insufficient; translating a specific D3 bug into a self-contained Stack Overflow question requires significant time and effort [14], and 37% of the 37,815 posts analyzed were left unanswered by other users. We believe these issues persist because our community views them as engineering rather than research problems.

In an effort to shift this perspective, we highlight opportunities to expand existing design galleries. We could synthesize current best practices in visualization design as a diverse set of modularized visualization examples that all visualization language developers aim to provide. Rather than expecting developers to create design galleries meeting these requirements, we could also find ways to automate the generation of design galleries. This solution could involve a mixture of automation and the crowd, where automated processes are developed not only to detect gaps in existing galleries, but also to encourage users to fill these gaps with new examples. This approach could also be used to detect redundant or low quality examples and replace them automatically. Developing design galleries and documentation takes time, whether for open-source languages such as Vega-Lite [38], or commercial APIs such as Plotly [32]. Automating the documentation process could speed up the learning process and dampen learning curves for users of all visualization languages.

6.4 Takeaways Summary

Here we list three major takeaways derived from our research:

• Develop and test visualization languages as part of larger implementation workflows involving multiple tools.
• Provide support infrastructure for helping users find relevant examples, extract meaningful code components, and integrate these components into their workflows.
• Automate the example gallery generation process, to ease the difficulty of designing effective examples and make the process more consistent across languages/tools.

6.5 Limitations and Future Work

One limitation is that we only focus on D3 users who post on Stack Overflow, a subset of all D3 users. However, we are still able to study 17,591 total D3 users, showing the scale afforded by our approach. Given that posters do not have to share personal information on Stack Overflow, user characteristics are not consistently available in our dataset; thus we exclude them from our analysis. An interesting direction for future research is to conduct follow up interviews with D3 users to better understand their backgrounds, motivations, and experiences, providing additional context for our findings. However, we believe that our ability to analyze thousands of D3 users helps to balance this limitation out. Certain D3 functionality may not be well represented in our dataset, e.g., animations. It would be interesting to introduce filters to our Stack Overflow crawler to extract specific posts for more targeted analyses in the future, e.g., downloading animation-focused posts for further analysis. In general, we hope that by sharing our materials, we can empower the community to explore visualization languages in new ways. For example, a promising avenue of future work could be to analyze iteration on visualization languages and user reasoning in tandem over time.
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